
overview
At Bienenstock, we wholeheartedly believe that your team 
is one of the most crucial elements of the design process. 
Each design begins with a visit to your site and a meeting 
with your stakeholders. During this conversation we discuss 
your objectives, the site’s challenges and opportunities, the 
curriculum you use and all other information relevant to your 
space. We conduct a thorough site analysis and walk the space 
together—never forgetting to listen and ask questions, so that 
we thoroughly understand your vision.

These powerful conversations inform our design approach. 
Through a series of meetings and follow-up talks, we will 
guide you through hand drawings, 3D computer models, and 
comprehensive cost estimates—ensuring that your team has 
input throughout the entire process. With each new design 
iteration, we move closer to a unique, site-specific, natural 
playground design.
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phases of development

During the evolution of our design approach, we have 
consciously developed a process that ensures a comprehensive 
and thorough delivery of every project from the first phone call 
to the final review. As part of that, we have identified six distinct 
phases of each project that are vital to the long-term success of 
each space and ensure that every project matches the level of 
quality we expect from ourselves:

When the last shade tree is planted and the last instrument is installed, we measure our success by the natural playground’s level 
of engagement—both for children and their educators. We are not in the business of designing beautiful, static spaces. When 
we do our job well, we create a space where children love to play and educators feel empowered and inspired… a space that 
transforms the way they engage with each other and with the natural world.
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sample schedule of design process
One of the differentiating factors about working with Bienenstock is that we tailor each design consultation specifically to that 
client, that site, and the variables that influence the design. In order to develop a better understanding of what that process might 
look like for your team, we have compiled a sample schedule of a standard consultation from initial conversation through technical 
development:

Initial Site Visit/Consultation
Duration & Format: 2-hour meeting in-person
Focus: Client needs assessment, site walk, presentation and review of natural playground options, review of existing 
features on site and in 3D model (created from the baseline information provided by client). May also involve charrettes with 
potential funders, builders, sponsors, regulatory bodies, boards, public forums, as needed.

Design Meeting 1: Concept #1 Presentation (Three weeks after initial consultation)
Duration & Format: 2-hour video conference hosted by Bienenstock Team
Focus: Present the conceptual (50 to75%+ complete) 3D models of the playground design to the Steering Committee. This 
meeting will provide basis for concept revision. Discuss preliminary cost estimates and phasing of the construction.

Design Meeting 2: Concept #2 Presentation (2-3 weeks after Design Meeting 1)
Duration & Format: 2-hour video conference hosted by Bienenstock Team
Focus: Present the conceptual (90%+ complete) 3D model of the playground design to the steering committee. Feedback 
from this meeting will inform the required revisions to develop the next concept. 

Design Meeting 3: Final Concept Presentation (2-3 weeks after Design Meeting 2)
Duration & Format: 2-hour video conference hosted by Bienenstock Team
Focus: Present the final design (98%+ complete) 3D models of the playground design for the steering committees. Discuss 
the preliminary cost estimate and next steps.

Technical Drawing & Cost Estimate Delivery (4-6 weeks after Final Concept Presentation)
Format: Electronically sent PDF
Bienenstock will issue IFC (Issued for Construction) technical drawings to client for project. Additionally, Bienenstock will 
issue a cost estimate that reflects the estimated installation cost of the IFC (Issued for Construction) technical drawings.

For more information on how our schedule would apply to your project, pricing and process, please contact 
communications@naturalplaygrounds.ca. We would be happy to learn more and discuss how we can help bring your ideas to life
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